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Indonesia Economic Review 2012: Not a bad year after all, but far from optimal
Year 2012 has been an interesting period for Indonesia. Once again, Indonesia’s economy has shown its resiliency
against the backdrop of weak global economy. If we close one eye for a moment, ignore the development of global
economy, and solely concentrate on Indonesia’s GDP growth over the past four quarters of 2012, one could easily
come to the conclusion as if there was little turbulence in the global economy. At a glance, Indonesia’s economic
growth was indeed quite phenomenal considering the external environment. With most developed and some
developing nations including the BRICs were struggling for growth, Indonesia managed to record consistent GDP
growth over the past 12 quarters, ranging between 5.8% to 6.8%, owing to strong domestic economy as well as
acceleration in investments into the country. Weak legal enforcements and poor infrastructure have not stopped
foreigners from investing in Indonesia. The country’s long term growth story with its highly attractive demography
is too good for many large multinationals to ignore. This has been reflected in the growth of FDI, up 26% in 2012.
The view from the capital market on Indonesia’s economic development however was not as rosy. A few
observers, including foreign investors were somewhat worried on Indonesia’s fiscal developments. Robust
economic growth, record high consumer confidence, as well as relatively benign inflation were not sufficient to
convince investors from increasing its equity allocation to Indonesia in 2012. Since the final quarter of 2011,
Indonesia has started to experience negative current account, a situation which concerns some investors. The
deficit is partly explained by lower exports, a function of weak commodity prices and rise in imports. The latter
requires a bit more attention as we view there are two sources that lead to surge in imports. The first is due to
increase in capital goods in relation to investments. As we highlighted in our previous Quarterly Review (September
2012), Indonesia is currently experiencing a new cycle of strong investments growth. By nature, this cycle will lead
to higher imports of capital goods as these investments i.e. building a new factory; require specific machines and
tools that need to be imported from abroad. The same goes for the airline industry. As Indonesian aviation sector
is rapidly expanding, we can expect increase in imports of aircrafts. We view this type of imports to be reasonably
healthy as this should translate positively into the economy.
The second source that we find to be quite troubling is that the increase in imports has been caused by surged in
refined oil. As we highlight in chart 1 below, Indonesia’s oil-imports spiked in the second half of 2012. With
majority of fuel in Indonesia are subsidized by the government, we think there has been an excessive usage of fuel
in the country as consumers as well as certain factories take advantage of cheap subsidized fuel. Not to forget the
smuggling that arises as a result of large arbitrage between subsidized and non-subsidized fuel prices. Unless the
government reduces fuel subsidies, we don’t believe Indonesia’s current account will improve in the near term as
imports will stay high for now.
Another concerning development is the recent rise in minimum wage. We agree that higher wages should lead to
higher consumptions; however, we argue that the recent hike was rather excessive and partly caused by populist
move as we are closer to 2014 election. The new standard may result in Indonesia’s labor market to lose
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competitiveness relative to some other countries in the region. While this is not necessarily problematic for
factories that focus on domestic markets as they may be able to pass on prices, we think this is going to be a big
challenge for labor intensive manufacturing companies, particularly export oriented sector as they may not have
rooms to pass on higher costs.
Chart 1: Indonesia oil and gas import (in USD million)
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Chart 2: Subsidy eats up a big portion of govt budget (IDR mn)
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Outlook 2013
We have started 2013 with a somewhat more positive tone. In our view, global economic activities is gradually
recovering, and tail risks particularly in relation to Europe and hard-landing in China have been reduced
significantly. Recent economic data from key markets including China, US, and Europe supported our thesis and
offers us more hope for a better economic outlook in 2013. One important measure that has changed our view is
the ‘unlimited bond purchase program’ introduced by the European Central Bank during the second half of 2012.
This has been a game changer in a way that it provides stability to the financial system, as well as enhances
liquidity. We have witnessed relatively large inflows into European periphery capital markets (Italy, Greece,
Ireland, Portugal, and Spain) during the last four months of 2012, a sign that investors have started to build-up
confidence in these markets. Nevertheless, we think global uncertainties will continue to persist in 2013 as there is
still a lot of work to be done particularly in developed markets. In the short-term, risks including the US fiscal cliff
and recent political uncertainties in Spain and Italy could pull global economic from making a recovery. We don’t
however believe that these risks will derail global economic activities like what we have seen in 2012 as the scale is
somewhat smaller. On China, we take a more positive stance in 2013 and contemplating that the second largest
economy will play an important role in supporting global economic recovery. In our view, the new Chinese
government is rather ambitious in boosting economic activities in the country including further acceleration in
infrastructure developments.
For Indonesia, recent data suggests that we may face slightly more headwinds in 2013. While the long-term
economic story remains intact, recent data including slowdown in investments in the fourth quarter (+7.3% in Q4
vs. 10.0% in Q3) – chart 3 below, slight rise in inflation (1.03% in Jan’13 vs.0.76% in Jan’12), and continued current
account deficit could have negative impact to the economy in 2013. Macroeconomic uncertainty has also put some
pressures on Indonesian rupiah over the past couple of quarters – see Quarterly Review (September 2012), which
was down 6% in 2012 and came out as one of the weakest currencies in the region during the year.
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Having said all these, there are still good reasons to be optimistic. We still believe the main pillars of Indonesia’s
economy continue to be robust and this will provide support to weather short-term uncertainties. We highlight the
main pillars of Indonesia’s economic fundamentals in the chart 4 below. These include (1) domestic consumption,
(2) growth in investments, (3) healthy banking sector, (4) manageable inflation, (5) supportive monetary policy, as
well as (6) continuous improvements in public debt profile and progress in improving allocation of government
spending. We are convinced that the first pillar, domestic consumption, which makes-up more than 50% of our
GDP, will continue to be the backbone of our economy in 2013, as highlighted by strong consumer confidence in
the country.

Chart 4: Six main pillars of Indonesia’s economy

Chart 3: Investments vs. GDP growth
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Lastly, we would also like to highlight the importance of China and Japan, Indonesia’s largest trading partners. As
the external environment is getting more conducive partly supported by increasing activities in China and positive
sentiment from the upcoming stimulus measures in Japan, we believe Indonesia may benefit from this
development in the context of recovery in trade balance. After experiencing a decline of 6.6% in 2012, we believe
there could be some upside on exports in 2013 as weaker currency should also increase the attractiveness of
Indonesia’s exports. Having said that, we are not denying that recovery in exports is dependent on commodity
prices considering a large chunk of our exports remain exposed to the commodity related sectors.
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Disclaimer
The analyst(s) whose work appears in this report certifies that his or her remuneration is not correlated to his or
her judgment(s) on the performance of the company(ies).
The information and/or opinions contained in this report has been assembled by Panin Asset Management from
sources which we deem to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is
made as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or
published by any recipient for any purpose. Any recommendations contained herein are based on a consideration
of the securities alone, and as such are conditional and must not be relied upon as a solitary basis for investment
decisions. Under no circumstances is this report to be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an
offer buy.
All opinions and estimates herein reflect the author’s judgment on the date of this report and are subject to
change without notice. Panin Asset Management, its related companies, their officers, employees, representatives
and agents expressly advice that they shall not be liable in any way whatsoever for any loss or damage, whether
direct, indirect, consequential or othe wise howsoever arising (whether in negligence or otherwise) out of or in
connection with the contents of and/or any omi sions from this communication.
Any investments referred to herein may involve significant risk, are not necessarily available in all jurisdictions,
may be illiquid and may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should make their own independent assessment
and seek professional financial advice before they make their investment decisions.
Due to its nature as an asset management firm, it is very much possible that Panin Asset Management and/or
persons connected with it may, to the extent permitted by law, has long or short positions or may otherwise be
interested in any transactions or investments (including derivatives) referred to in this publication. In addition,
Panin Asset Management and/or its parent, Panin Sekuritas, and/or its affiliated companies may provide services
for or solicit business from any company referred to in this publication.
The analyst(s) named in this report certifies that all of the views expressed by the analyst(s) in this report reflect
the personal views of the analyst(s) with regard to any and all of the content of this report relating to the subject
securities and issuers covered by the analyst(s) and no part of the compensation of the analyst(s) was, is, or will be,
directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendation or views expressed by the analyst(s) in this report.

WE STRONGLY ADVISE INVESTORS TO CONSULT THEIR FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE MAKING THEIR
INVESTMENT DECISION. ALL INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES PRESENT SOME SORT OF RISK. INVESTORS SHOULD
ASSESS THEIR RISK SENSITIVITY IN ORDER TO DETERMINE SUITABILITY OF AN INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
ACCORDING TO THEIR RISK PROFILE.
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